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A Definition

Sustainability is nothing less than

“long-term well-being”



Sustainability Planning
is not Optional

Macro-Factors
• Climate Change
• Imminent peak oil 

production
• International competition
• Geopolitical conflict
• Pandemic potential

• Environmental strain

Local Effects
• Droughts, floods, pests
• Rising energy prices, 

transportation, agriculture
• Manufacturing capacity
• Tourism, security
• Social and economic 

disruption
• Reduced resilience



Globally, we don’t get it

Western society’s two birthrights:
1. Abundant, inexpensive energy
2. Ever increasing consumption

Bill McKibbon, author of Deep Economy

Japan’s recession advice to the G20 leaders: 
“spend, spend big, spend till it hurts and when 
you are tired of spending, spend some more.”

Globe and Mail, Sat. Nov. 15/08 



5 Axioms of Sustainability*
1. Societies collapse if they use critical resources 

unsustainably.
2. Growth in population and consumption cannot be 

sustained.
3. Renewable resources can be sustained only if their rate 

of use is less than their rate of replenishment.
4. Non-renewable resources can be sustained only if used 

at a declining rate of depletion.(Yes, this is mathematically possible.)

5. Waste and emissions must be rendered harmless to 
biosphere functions.

*Adapted from Richard Heinberg’s book Peak Everything



The Resource Illusion

A test tube is full of food for bacteria.
One bacterium is placed in the test tube at 11:00.
The bacteria double in number every minute.
The test tube is full of bacteria at 12:00.

What time is it when the test tube is 
half full of bacteria?

At 11:55 these happy bacteria have doubled 
thousands of times and have consumed 
only 3% of their resources; but unknown 
to them, they have only  5 minutes left.

11:59

S. Tousaw, 2008



The Resource Illusion 
Conclusion

• After a critical threshold, growing 
populations and/or growing consumption 
deplete resources surprisingly rapidly.

• We must understand doubling time to plan 
appropriately.

S. Tousaw, 2008



Are we smarter 
than bacteria?



Two Simple Facts About Doubling

1.The doubling time of 
anything that is 
growing at a fixed rate 
(n%) over time is 
found by:

70 / n
e.g., 
10% growth per year:

70 / 10 = 7 years

2.The amount gained in 
each doubling period 
exceeds the total 
preceeding amount.
e.g., 
1 3
2 7
4
8

Adapted from Albert A. Bartlett, The Essential Exponential



1980s and 1990s
(3%)

1970s
(7%)

1960s
(7%)

1950s
(7% )

Before 
1950

Remaining Oil will be  gone in:

- 20 years (at 3% annual growth)

- 35 years (at 2% annual growth)

- 70 years (at 1% annual growth)

- 700 years (at .1% annual growth)

The Effect of Consumptive Growth

S. Tousaw, 2008



Oil:  the Miracle Ingredient

• Think how oil used in our every day lives.

• Can you think of any activity or pursuit in 
western society that does not rely on oil 
(or natural gas) in some way?

• Conclusion:  nearly every aspect
of modern living relies on oil.

S. Tousaw, 2008



S. Tousaw, 2008



S. Tousaw, 2008

The Post Hole Effect

Relatively easy 
digging and removal

Much more difficult
digging and removal

1850

1980

2005

130 years

25 years

????

- Requires more work, time
and money

- Output declines

First 500 Billion barrels

Second 500 Billion barrels

Remaining Trillion barrels



Dr. Colin Campbell, retired oil 
geologist and founder of ASPO 
(Association for the Study of Peak 
Oil and Gas)

2005 Data

2007 Data



My attempt at a little peak oil humour:

The Reverse Acronym
• PEAK OIL

= People, Especially Affluent Know-it-alls, Over Indulging in Liquids

Sure Bets for Blank Stares
(or, How to end a conversation abruptly, if not intelligently)

• High School Reunion:
“Yes, it has been a long time.  So what’s your company’s strategy 
for peak oil?”

• Company Christmas Party:
“So, Mr. CEO, do you figure we’ll be bankrupt at $200 a barrel, or 
can we hang in there ‘till 300?”



Sustainability Planning:
Moving Towards Solutions

Community Engagement Action Plan



Reliance on Local Solutions

Wellness programsHealthy and Active Communities
Huron Youth CouncilCommunity Needs & Spirit
BR+E ProgramsDowntowns
Immigration partnershipsPopulation
Natural Heritage PlanNatural Environment
Design for walking / cyclingLivable Communities
Energy working group – strategyEnergy

On-farm energy generation; local 
food programs

Agriculture
Ride Share; rail opportunitiesTransportation
BALLEEconomy

Sample ActionTheme



Making It Happen

• Collaborate like you’ve never done before

• Incorporate sustainability planning into 
current processes

• Implement a key project for early tangible 
results 



“A crisis is a terrible thing to waste.”
Richard Heinberg, Post Carbon Institute

“The world wants experts, 
but needs beginners.”

Megan Quinn, The Community Solution

So let’s get started.  Thank you.


